Centralized Fire Management and Information

ImageTrend Fire Bridge™ is a complete fire RMS that allows fire departments to go paperless for data collection and incident reporting. This secure Web-based system provides for advanced fire operations including staff and equipment management at any time, from anywhere. Administrative efficiencies available for statewide, regional, or local levels.

**NFIRS 5.0 Incident Reporting**

Fire Bridge is a simple, centralized data repository for all fire department data to seamlessly integrate NFIRS reports, inspection data, response plans and operational function data. Using ImageTrend’s easy-to-navigate data entry structure, the Web-based NFIRS reports and fire inspection forms are designed to increase efficiency and minimize errors by utilizing data entry shortcuts. The user-friendly reporting and data management capabilities reduce data entry time and accommodate complete and accurate fire reporting, available any time, anywhere.

**Develop Response Plans**

The pre-planning, hydrants and inspections modules in Fire Bridge allow departments to be fully prepared for incidents. Data including location, occupant and contact information; building or floor plan information; a plan in case of an incident; and reports for any previous incidents can be stored for each business, residence or possible incident location to increase preparedness.

**Manage Investigations**

The Investigations module allows departments to enter and track investigation records in Fire Bridge, from completing standard forms to adding photographs or documents associated with the investigation. Any investigation report entered into Fire Bridge can be associated with an NFIRS report, allowing the user to quickly see important data related to a specific occupant.

**Track Inventory and Maintenance**

The Inventory Module allows the tracking and management of physical assets on a high-level or detailed basis. Users can assign inventory to any location, record product attributes, attach photos and more. The Maintenance feature works in conjunction with the Inventory module, and allows agencies to record and schedule maintenance for any item included in the Inventory system. Maintenance questions can be customized to each agency and category, ensuring that each record captures the most important information.
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Fire Inspections
Fire Bridge also supports fire inspection duties with easy-to-use forms that store building inspection information and violation tracking. With the use of a Tablet PC and Mobile Inspection Client, these forms can be completed during the inspection. Users can also document violations and capture needed signatures on scene. Recorded information is then immediately available for any incident that may occur. Linking information from inspections to incidents assists in decision-making and implementing time-saving procedures, which increase preparedness.

Standard and Ad Hoc Reports
Reports turn fire-related data into valuable information that is quickly discernible. From the centralized Fire Bridge console, authorized users can access all related data for viewing, tracking and reporting. The powerful Report Writer has standard reporting with selectable criteria for QA/QI reporting and has the flexibility for administrators to create custom reports based on established best practices. Submit reports via distributed email, file sharing or generate on demand.

Integrations
As in any ImageTrend system, the open architecture and standard data exchange formats support integration among many disparate systems. This is crucial to seamless systems and maximized communications. One of the most popular and useful integrations is to CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) systems. ImageTrend has extensive experience in implementing successful cost-effective integrations. Fire Bridge also easily integrates with FireScene™ from A-T Solutions for fast creation and access to preplan and inspection diagrams.

About ImageTrend
ImageTrend is an award-winning software development company providing streamlined solutions to a variety of industries, including: government, medical, human resources, business, education and non-profit. We strive to create a better world through technical innovation, a vision of what is possible and our commitment to designing the best web applications and strategies. The company advances this paradigm through our unique philosophy that combines a detailed understanding of our clients’ business practices and legendary customer support. Through continuing education, ideation and plans for maximizing growth, we are exploring all available opportunities and, in turn, passing this knowledge and technology to you.
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